3rd Epsom (St. Martin’s) Scout Group
Annual General Meeting
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Minutes
4pm Sunday 7th October
St. Martin’s Scout and Guide HQ, Church Road, Epsom, Surrey KT17 4AB

Chair Person’s Welcome
The Chair person, Caroline De Ville welcomed the guests – Karl Nicholas, District Commissioner, and Nick Parish
from St Martin’s Church and everyone from 3rd Epsom and their families. She thanked them all for coming to support
the Family Quiz and attending the AGM.

Minutes of Last AGM
Caroline explained that the minutes from last AGM meeting on 11 th November 2017 were circulated following the
last AGM and have been available of the Group Website for the last year.
There were no matters were arising from these minutes.
Guy Simpson proposed and Marcus De Ville seconded approval of the minutes.

Apologies for Absence
Richard Denyer – Deputy District Commissioner.

Receive & Adopt Annual Reports & Financial Statements
Richard Ascough, Group Scout Leader, summarised the reports from each of the sections. Full reports had been
circulated to all members of the Scout Group, the District Commissioner and St. Martin’s Church, our sponsoring
authority a week prior to the meeting.

Beaver Report – Judith Sitford
Since April 2017, we have had a few changes of leadership. Judith Sitford
remains Beaver Scout Leader and Louise Prime is our assistant BSL. Melissa
Owen and Val Anscombe have become Sectional Assistants along with Julie
Bundhoo, and Vijyeta Tripathi who continue to help on a regular basis. Our
Young Leaders have also seen a slight change – Rhianna and Amy have left for
University, and we are now joined by Hannah and Joe. We run a parent rota to
boost adult numbers in the HQ and outside as activities require.
Numbers within in the Colony have remained full and we have an extensive waiting list with many unlikely to be
offered a place.
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According to OSM, between 1st April 2017 and 31st March 2018 we have awarded a total of
368 badges! These badges include: Teamwork, Adventure, Outdoors, Personal, World and Skills
Challenge badges and various activity badges such as: animal friend, camp craft, faith, health and
fitness, international and safety.
We are very pleased to announce that we also awarded 14 Chief Scout Bronze Awards. This is a
huge number to be awarded within the year as this is the highest award that the children can
earn in Beavers – to have 14 achieve it is fantastic.
To achieve these badges, we try to provide a varied, and fulfilling programme of different sorts of activities. This
past year has seen some of the following activities:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Icing biscuits
Taking photos for our photography badge
Completing the Digital Maker Stage 1 badge by visiting the Apple
Store in Kingston
Visiting the Fire Station
Learning about safety for our Safety Badge
Completing the Air Activities Stage 1 Badge
Following a photo trail around Bourne Hall

In April, we had a sleepover at Boiderhurst, where we managed to complete 33 badge requirements!
Including:
– Some art with nature
– Learnt how to sew a badge onto our blankets
– Built bug hotels
– Helped put up a tent
– Practiced skits for the campfire
– Dried up after the washing up
– Played wide games
– Sang songs and performed skits around the campfire
– Went to the toilet a million times between lights out and morning!
– Made a fruit salad
– Cooked soup over a BBQ
– Identified trees and insects around the site
– Learnt what to do in an accident and practiced simple bandages
– Attended St George’s Day parade
In July 2017, we camped at Hopehill in Kent, and 14 Beavers stayed in tents – many for the
first time. We had a wonderful time, embracing the theme of dinosaurs, by making fossils,
going for walks in the woods and trying to make fires with slightly damp wood! The Beavers
were also taking a full part in the camp by mucking in with all the camp chores!
We had a good turnout at Remembrance and St George’s Day parades, however, our regular
church parades are a little thin on the ground. It would be nice to see a bigger attendance
seeing as we are supported by the Church.
We usually have a presence at the events offered by District – the Bowling is always a
favourite where we came 4th, and we had a runner come 2nd in the District Cross Country.
As this report is only up to March 2018, you’ll have to wait to find out about our fantastic day at Bazzaz and the next
camp we went on!
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Cub Report – Fiona Bravery
The Cub Pack remains full with a long waiting list and we have packed our year with
lots of activities. Our outdoor adventures included tracking, wide games, den building
and star/moon gazing, earning our Astronomer badges. We’re an adventurous bunch
and have been climbing, caving, swimming and canoeing. For Christmas, we made sock
snowmen and had a Christmas party. In Spring, we took on 3 weeks of Science
experiments such the flying teabag and red cabbage pH to earn our Scientist badge.
We made planters (part of the DIY badge) and have filled them with spring bulbs to
brighten up HQ.
We took part in #YouShape2018, learning to give our
ideas as to how the Pack should be run and what we
should do. In our community we visited the mayor at the Town Hall and earned our
Local Knowledge badge. We enjoyed District Events like the Night hike up Box Hill,
TenPin Bowling, hosted the first ever District Cubs Quiz & learned some #skillsforlife
on the Emergency Aid courses.
It was a bumper badge year with over 200 activity / staged badges awarded, and 13
Cubs earned their Chief Scout Silver Awards.
Together we spent over 180 Cub Nights Away –
Firstly, 19 older Cubs learned camping and leadership
skills at the April 2017 Leadership camp. In July, 28
Cubs descended on Hope Hill in Kent for a ‘Jurassic’
themed Group camp, with activities including digging
for dino bones, making casts of ‘dinosaur’ footprints
and a visit from some Dino Descendants – we held
stick insects, tarantulas and lizards! We enjoyed
cooking our own dinner as well as climbing, abseiling, archery, blind trail and Hathi’s Dino
Olympics. We made our own rope from toilet roll and visited Chatham Dockyard, to see
how it should be done properly!
We have between 31-35 Cubs, with any new places
predominantly taken up by Beavers. The Cub Leaders
are Richard Ascough (although typically prioritising
Scouts at the moment due to their large numbers),
Fiona Bravery, James Ascough, Guy Simpson, Rick
Price and Mark Bishop. Andrea McKenzie is now 18
and so an adult leader (Occasional Helper). Occasional
support from Val Anscombe, in addition to her help
with Beavers.
Four Young Leaders continue to support the Pack: Ben Johnson, Laura Luff, Amy Phelan & Hayden Fowler joined in
February through DofE.
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Scout Report – Richard Ascough / Wayne Smith
Over the last year the Troop has steady grown, peaking at 51 Scouts. In addition
four of our oldest Scouts have moved onto the Ashley Explorer Unit. We have a
number of potential scouts on the waiting list, but due to the Troop size we are not
able to take them on and are unlikely to for the next year with the exception of a
few siblings. We have asked if they wish to remain on the list and also provided
them with details of other Troops in the area.
The Troop is still run by Richard Ascough,
Peter Sitford, Wayne Smith, Vic Young and
John Savidge with regular support from Alan
Spencer and Paul Huitson. Using our flexible
leader model they all provide regular support
when they are able to attend. We had also
been joined by Chris Stockwell who started helping most weeks, but due to
pressure of a new job, has had to stand down. Our active programme can only
function with their continued support and this year we have supplemented by a
regular parent rota, essential with so many children in the Troop.
Over the year we spent several evenings out and about: one on a training hike, teaching the Scouts about map
reading in practice, one playing wide games at Headley Heath (we should have been kite flying but the weather was
too inclement!) and another helping the Downland Project pulling ragwort at Nork Park as part of the World
Challenge Badge. We cooked sausages in dough twists over fires and the Scouts cycled across the Downs and
joined the rest of the Group for the den building evening at Headley.
We have also had an evening tying big knots, using thick rope and ran a trading game
where the Scout Patrols played the part of South American families manufacturing
training shoes and selling them, despite adverse trading conditions and an unscrupulous
rent collector! Some of the Scouts went for a ‘Go Canoeing’ evening on the Thames.
The Scouts learnt a number of home skills for their Skills Challenge Badge and revised
their camp skills, learning about camp safety, first aid and hygiene.
The PLs and APLs joined the Explorers and Cub Sixers
and Seconders on a training camp at Boidierhurst in
April. We also had a presentation evening for the
2018 Surrey Scouts Kandersteg International Expedition KIX and have 30 Scouts
and 5 leaders attending. Twenty five of the Troop joined 5000 Scouts and
Guides at Scoutabout, a triennial activities camp, in Ardingly where they had the
opportunity to have a go at a wide choice of challenging and creative activities.
Other evenings out and about included: playing Monopoly around London, taking photos of various properties
around Epsom, a bonfire and light writing evening, wide Games in the dark at Nonsuch Park and ice skating at
Hampton Court. We also had an evening being shown scout equipment and how to look after it at Ultimate
Outdoors, Kingston.
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Indoor evenings involved setting the Patrols a ‘Bake Off’ technical
challenge of cooking and decorating a Victoria Sponge cake,
running 8 emergency situations bases, survival based tasks, map
reading skills, fire safety. In line with the Scout Associations ‘Youthled Scouting’, we held a Patrol Leader Forum to let the PLs and their
Patrols have an input to the running of the Troop.
In the summer 21 Scouts went to the Group Camp at Hopehill in Kent where we
undertook various hikes, climbing, air rifle shooting, a number of wide games, built
a large camp gateway and visited to Chatham dockyard.
We held a Charity evening at which the Scouts decided what charity we were
going to support - they decided on the Rainbow Trust. In conjunction with Marks
and Spencer they did some bag packing over a couple of weekends where they
raised over £1500.
Throughout the year the Scouts have gained 313 badges including five of our Scouts gaining the top Award, the
Chief Scouts Gold Award topping what can only be described as a very successful year for the Troop.

Explorer Report – Jo Danks
Since the last report the Unit has gradually increased in size and we regularly have all 15 Explorers
attending with a good balance of boys and girls. The Unit is now led by Jo Danks, Elliot Osborne
and Chloe Houghton and Matt Tanton, until he went travelling in September, although we are
always on the lookout for more leaders to join the team.
The Explorers are being encouraged to plan their own programme and organise activities
but it is notable due to the young age of our Unit that a lot of support and guidance is
needed to ensure evenings are a success. Over the past year activities have included: a
mental health awareness evening making stress balls, a water hike, a mini pioneering
evening and building full size Da Vinci bridges.

Food is always a popular choice and has a prominent role and evenings have involved Trangia
cooking, pancake making, a cookout at Boiderhurst and of course the annual chip survey. The
Unit has also enjoyed evenings outside of HQ including swimming, a scavenger hunts around
Epsom as well as helping run an international evening for the Cubs.
Four Explorers completed their Chief Scouts Gold Award (Joe, Lucy,
Alex and Amy) and all the Explorers are all working towards their
Chief Scout Awards with a few very close to gaining their Platinum
Award after successfully completing their Bronze DofE award
through their schools.
Outside of regular meetings the Explorers attended the Group’s family day and
St George's Day parade held at Boiderhurst campsite. We were also
represented in the District cross country competition by Leon who gained first
place and we entered a team into the District Challenge Hike. 9 Explorers
attended the group camp at Hope Hill in July with Matt as their leader. Whilst on
camp they enjoyed visiting an escape room and Chatham Dockyards, Building
and sleeping in their own shelters, pioneering, climbing and of course the fish
and chip supper.
Ben Johnson, Laura Luff, Hayden Fowler and Amy Phelan are providing valuable support for Cubs as young leaders.
#SkillsForLife
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Last August Seb Jowett enjoyed a Weekend in the Wild with Steve Backshall and Helen Glover (UK Scout
Ambassadors), only 1 of 20 Scouts and Explorers to be chosen in the UK. We are also very proud to have had Ella
Danks selected as only 1 of ten Scouts and Explorers from Epsom & Ewell to be part of the UK contingent for the
World Scout Jamboree in the USA in summer 2019.
In addition to our Explorers we have a couple of Young Leader Explorers who just help with the sections (Hannah
Southall and Joe Simpson). We are greatful for the support they give the Group.

Group Report – Richard Ascough / Jo Danks
The 3rd Epsom (St. Martin’s) Scout Group continues to go from strength supported by a brilliant group of leaders,
supporters and parents. Following a 9% increase in numbers in 2017, we have grown again by another 9% to 114
young members. We are very grateful to all the support we get within the Group for weekly programme meetings
and also other activities at weekends, camps and other events. But we could always do with more, however small.

In the last year I believe we have successfully used our Facebook Group for all sections, keeping parents regularly
informed of activities, events and publishing photographs where possible. This has supplemented our use of Online
Scout Manager which allows our programme and events to be shared electronically, enabling parents to sign up
children to various activities and camps. We have also worked with the Group Exec to develop and publish a Group
Data Protection policy in line with the new GDPR which come into force in May 2018.
We always endeavour to provide varied and exciting programmes for our members which we hope gives them many
skills to take with them into their future lives. We were pleased that six of our Scouts and Explorers tried out for a
place on the District Jamboree selection camp. The standard of scouts was very high and we are proud to say that
Ella Danks was successful and will be going to the World Scout Jamboree in West Virginia, USA in 2019. In
addition, another of our Explorers, Seb Jowett, has been selected by his American Scout Troop to also go to the WSJ.
We wish them all the best as they prepare with their units for a trip of a lifetime in the Summer of 2019.

HQ Committee Report – Pete Danks
The Committee are responsible for running all aspects of the HQ. This includes maintaining the buildings, ensuring
our utility bills are on the best deals possible and all our legal requirements are met for such things as fire safety
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checks and insurance. The cost to cover most of the maintenance for the HQ is funded through hiring the premises
out, and is detailed in the separate Treasurers report.
The current committee members are Peter Danks (Chair), Vicki Churchill (secretary), Richard Ascough (Scout rep),
Ann Turnbull and Jackie Huitson (Brownie reps), Gill Jowett (treasurer), Sharon Hempshall and Claire Poyntz
(booking secretaries), Julian Crouch (risk & safety). We believe the premises offer a safe and inviting environment for
both the Scout Group and also the wider community that use them.
Our current regular hall users during this period were Ambition Dance, Nam Yang, Epsom Players, Surbiton Karate,
Tennis Tots, Perfect Pilates, Moo Music, and Ready Steady Go Kids. We also have generated income through ad hoc
hall hire for birthday parties etc.
In the last year the following works have been undertaken: – 2 working parties supported by many of you where we have weeded and cut back the trees and bushes, repainted, repaired the roof, replaced guttering, and undertaken numerous other maintenance jobs
– Fire Risk and General Risk Assessments completed, resulting in slow children playing and fragile roof signs being
installed, new smoke and CO2 detectors installed throughout, a grit bin and shovel are now on site for all to use in
snow/icy conditions
– Annual Gas Safety and Fire Safety Inspections completed
– Independent assessment of sycamore trees undertaken to satisfy neighbours, resulting in a safety brace being
fitted
– New scouters room decorated and new flooring installed
– Old storage room now decorated and new flooring installed, which is generating additional income through
Ambition Dance
There is a continuous list of work to be undertaken, which is prioritised subject to available budget and urgency.
Please share any ideas or observations through the leaders or a member of the committee.
Thank you to the committee for their continued hard work, help and support over the last year. In particular, thanks
to the outgoing treasurer David Steele who has ensured that the finances have been well controlled and have been
left in a strong position to support the Group in the future.

Treasurers Report – David Steele
David Steele, the Group Treasurer, had prepared a detailed report which was available on each of the tables for
review. In addition, the financial accounts had been circulated to all members of the Scout Group, the District
Commissioner and St. Martin’s Church, our sponsoring authority a week prior to the meeting.
Introduction
There are 2 sets of accounts detailed in the handout:–
–

The Hall accounts which cover the running of the hall.
The Group Scout accounts which cover the managing of the individual sections: Beavers, Cubs,
Scouts/Explorers and Group.

The accounts presented cover the 12 month period from 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2018 and have been audited
and signed off by Helen Jesson, a qualified accountant.
Hall Accounts
The left hand side shows the income and expenditure during the year. The previous year figures are shown for
comparison. Hall Income is primarily provided through the hiring out of the hall. Last year our regular hirers’ income
was down on the previous year by just over £1,000. This was primarily because Ferndale Nursery, a regular hirer
and major income contributor over many years, closed in 2017 and, although we have taken on a number of new
regular hirers, their total income is considerably lower by comparison with Ferndale Nursery.
#SkillsForLife
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We have now effectively taken over responsibility for the Forge from the District so the income from letting out the
Forge (£900) is shown separately and is a new item on the Lettings income.
The other source of income is the Capital Fund totalling £1950. This is money transferred from the main Group
account to the HQ account every term and is effectively a levy calculated based on the total number of beavers/cubs
and scouts at £5 per head per term. The purpose of the levy is to build up a cash reserve to fund future capital
projects. The Brownies also contribute to the Capital Fund on a similar basis. Our numbers are much higher than
theirs which explains the difference in the amounts.
Total income for 2018 was £18,117.75.
Hall expenses are similar to those of a normal household: Electricity, Gas, Water, Rent, Insurance etc. The main
difference from last year is the inclusion of Forge costs of £1,454.51. As explained above, we have now effectively
taken over the running of the Forge which means that we are now responsible for any maintenance costs rather than
the District. The main Forge cost was roof repairs totalling £950.
I show at the bottom a breakdown of the main Hall Building & Refurbishment. The only significant item last year was
the Store Rooms refurbishment.
Total expenses last year were £14,021.97 giving us an overall surplus over the financial year of £4,095.78.
The right hand side shows the Hall Balance Sheet (Assets and Liabilities) at the end of the year (31st March 2018).
The current account balance £21,456.23 is a healthy increase over the previous year.
Prepayments represent monies for Rent and Insurance which we pay in advance to cover services provided in the
next financial year. Debtors are monies owed to us at year end but not yet received. (eg Hall Hire fees, District
Electricity Usage Costs). Liabilities are monies owed by us at year end but not yet paid. (eg Gas, Electricity and Hall
Cleaning Costs) or monies received prior to year end for advance hall bookings in the following financial year. (ie
from April 1st 2018 on).
The Net Assets value (£23,595.47) represents the total valuation at the end of the year.
Scout Group Accounts
The accounts are broken down for each section; Group, Scouts, Cubs and Beavers and summarised under the Total
column. The 2017 Total values are shown for comparison. Income for Scouts, Cubs and Beavers is via subscriptions
collected over the 3 terms. The current subs are £35, £32 and £30 respectively paid each term. Total Sub income is
just over £1,000 higher than 2017 because of the higher total numbers.
Group’s prime source of income is via the Group Levy paid by Scouts, Cubs and Beavers. This is a charge of £17 per
Beaver, Cub or Scout calculated at the end of every term for each section and transferred into the Group account.
This money is provided to cover costs that are not section specific: purchase of camp equipment, Training, Uniform,
Badges and Capitation Fees.
In 2017 we introduced the HQ Levy which is a charge of £5 per head paid each term and transferred into Group.
This totalled £1,675. The HQ Levy also appears in Expenditure (also £1,675) as this is the money transferred across
from Group to the HQ account. The £20 Joining Fees are also paid into Group to cover the initial costs of providing
the starter kit (Group T-shirt, Group scarf and badges).
Group also gets the Giftaid money (£2,430.53) claimed back each year from the Inland Revenue. This allows us to
get back 25% of all Giftaided income from Subscriptions and Joining fees. Currently 94% of all our subscriptions and
joining fees are Giftaided.
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Group are responsible for organising the various camps and this year generated a surplus of just over £500. The
purpose is not necessarily to make a surplus but to be pretty well self-funding. Major achievement by Richard given
the amounts spent to come in so close to budget.
The total income for the year was up about £1,700 primarily because of increased subs and Giftaid compared with
2017.
The only expense for Scouts, Cubs and Beavers is the cost of activities plus some uniform and badges costs.
All other costs are covered by Group.
The Annual Capitation Fee is an annual charge paid to the UK Scouts organisation calculated based on head count. It
accounts for over 43% of our subscription income.
Equipment purchased included a dining shelter and benches.
All sections made a surplus and the total surplus for the year was £1,180.05.
The Balance Sheet shows the status of the current accounts for each section plus details of monies owed or due at
the end of the financial year on 31st March 2018.
Current accounts total £15.659.40 across the various bank accounts.
Deposits totalling £200 paid in advance by Group for Summer Camp and April Camp and Scoutabout and Beavers
£90 in advance for Bazzazz. Some monies owed between different sections. Advance Camp Receipts for April
Camp (£165) and Kandersteg (£363.05).
Total valuation of £15,421.35.
Balance sheet as at 31st March 2018
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Income and Expenditure Account for 12 months ending 31st March 2018

3rd Epsom Scouts HQ Account for Year Ending 31st March 2018

The accounts were formerly approved by the AGM, proposed by Catherine Luff, seconded by Peter Danks and a
show of hands for approval.
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Retirement of Group Treasurer
Richard announced that after 9 years as Group Treasurer, David Steele was stepping down. His youngest had left
the troop over 5 years ago. Richard thank David for all his support and said that he had left the Group in a much
stringer financial position than when he took over the role. Richard presentated David with a Restaurant Gift
Voucher and bottle of wine.

Nomination of Group Chair by the GSL
Richard thanked Caroline De Ville for her support over the last year and nominated her again for the coming year,
#SkillsForLife
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Election of Officers
Kate and Jon Tasch were proposed as joint Group Treasurers by Fiona Bravery and Guy Simpson.
Emma Clark was proposed a Group Secretary by Louise Prime and Elfine Hartley.
There was confirmation from section Leaders (Beaver Scout, Cub Scout, Scout & Explorer Leaders) to sit on the
Executive Committee as ex-officia members
– Beavers - Judith Sitford & Louise Prime
– Cubs - Fiona Bravery
– Scouts - Wayne Smith & Peter Sitford
It was also noted that the GSL (Richard Ascough), AGSL (Jo Danks) and the Sponsoring Authority (Nick Parish) are
automatically ex- officio members.
At the AGM we are also allowed to elect members to the Exec Committee as Trustees of the Scout Group and Guy
Simpson was proposed by Louise Prime seconded by Tricia Crawford.
No persons were nominated by the Group Scout Leader at this time and no Co-opted Members were required at this
time.
Helen Jessen was appointed as Independent Auditor for 2017/18.
At 3rd Epsom we like to receive regular feedback from the parents of each section. This is provided by parent
representatives to the Exec Committee. The following parents have agreed to continue in this role:
–
–
–
–

Explorer Parent Representative - Catherine Luff
Scout Parent Representative - Lisa Jalland
Cub Parent Representative - Nilam Gardiner
Beaver Parent Representative - Jo Wright

Guest Speaker, Karl Nicholas, District Commissioner
Karl Nicholas thanked for being invited to the 3rd Epsom AGM and passed on his apologies on behalf of his Deputy
Richard Denyar who was not well. He explained that this AGM covered last year 2017/8 when John Jordan was still
the District Commissioner. Karl, as the new DC, has been to nine AGM’s over the last few weeks and commented
that our AGM had the best cakes.
He expressed delight in our 32 chief scout awards and 114 children actively Scouting all on the same night. He
joked that this gave us opportunity for growth if we opened our group on other nights of the week. He explained
that he gets one enquiry per day from a parent about a place in Scouts and if every section in every group took one
more then it would clear 100 off his waiting list. He commented that our HQ is quite hidden away but there are
amazing facilities.
Karl told a story about the rebranding. On his first day in May 2018 he was delighted to receive a name badge, but
two and a half hours afterwards he received a message with urgent Scout news that Scouting was rebranding and
he had to get rid of his name badge. He laughed about how the rebranding document “Skills for life” basically
summed up the last 111 years in one document and basically said do what you do and keep doing it.
He looked at the impressive number of badges that our group has been awarded last year and hoped that parents
have noticed that Beavers can now sew and cook; and cubs can now garden etc.
He agreed that KIX 2018 was a fantastic expedition and how 3rd Epsom had embraced it with such a good turn out.
He commented that last time he saw Kaa (Wayne Smith) he wasn’t look quite so well after a 17 hour journey
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following a week at KIX camp.
He congratulated Ella Danks on her place at Jamboree as the pinnacle of achievements not just for her but it should
be seen as an achievement for the whole group.
He is often asked why he gives some much of his time to Scouting and although it is great to give something back to
the community and young people he basically does it because he enjoys it. If an adult drops a toe in to volunteering
at Scouts, even just one night per term or one evening every three months to give a leader a night off then he
believes they will know what he means. He is a big advocate of flexible volunteering. After every AGM he has been
to one adult has signed up to help so hopes the same would happen tonight. There are always jobs to do even if you
can’t make the evenings, such as admin tasks or if you have an interest that you could teach the Cubs once a term eg
archery, why not do an archery course.
He expressed his thanks to 3rd Epsom not just the leaders but also those behind the scenes such as the committee
and hall maintenance team who are also vital to the running of the group.

Presentation of Awards
Karl Nicholas presented long Service Awards to Wayne Smith (30 years) and Jane Smith (20 years).

AOB
Change of Charity Name
Caroline De Ville recommended that the name of our charity was changed from
3rd Epsom (St Martins) Group Of Boy Scouts and 5th Epsom Company Of Girl Guides
to
3rd Epsom (St. Martin’s) Scout Group and 1st Epsom (St. Martin’s) Brownies
This was proposed by Peter Sitford, seconded by Patrick Bravery and approved by a show of hands.
Presentation on Kandersteg
Richard Ascough provided a short presentation on the Scout Troop trip to Kandersteg with Surrey Scout this
summer. He encouraged all beavers and cubs to think about whether they wanted to attend in 2022.
Presentation on future plans for the Forge
Richard Ascough, Peter Danks and Patrick Bravery presented plans to the meeting on the expansion of the Forge
and the need to fund raise.
Our Ethos
We are a Scout Group with a good sense family spirit. All sections meet on the same evening which has
Advantages
• Able to easily run cross section activities
• Leaders/Parents able to help from one section to another at short notice
• Members get to see their new leaders well before moving up a section
• Very few members leave when moving sections (Thursday is Scouting night)
• Rental income on other evenings
Disadvantages
• We have had to adjust meeting times to accommodate numbers
• We don’t have the space for all activities
• Planning is more complicated as we try to co-ordinate across the sections
Our Problem Statement
We have had an average 9% increase in numbers year on year for last 2 years and forecasts show this is going to
#SkillsForLife
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continue for many years to come.

Our Facilities
We own our HQ and it is used predominately by the Beavers and Cubs. We are shortly to take ownership of the
Forge. Typically the Scouts start in the Forge (although sometimes the Cubs end their meetings in the Forge instead).
There is nowhere for the Explorers to meet at 7.15pm.
Our Challenge
The Forge will really only take 20-25 children maximum. We don’t really want to make Scouts any later as 9pm is
already late for some 10 year olds. The Explorer unit is growing (as is the Scout Troop).
Our Vision
Knock down the derelict garage attached to the Forge. Extend the Forge to the left hand boundary adding an
additional large meeting room. It is the committee’s belief that
• this will benefit all children in the Group
• and continue the ‘family culture’ on a Thursday evening,
• provide improved facilities so all 4 sections can meet on site, without the current juggling of rooms etc.
• will also enable rental of the new room for the rest of the week generating additional income and providing a
service to the wider community.
Progress so far- We have engaged with neighbours and got their support, met with council for a pre-Planning
Application meeting and got their input and broad support, engaged with a local architect (involved with scouting in
the District, and currently has done the work for no charge) to draw up plans. We are about to submit the Planning
Application and share the plans and detailed requirements with local building companies to get estimates for the
work.
Next Steps
Set up a separate Working Group with the aim of Co-ordinating fund raising, submitting grant applications (extending
the lease term of the site to 21 years), gaining support from the wider community and businesses and to raise the
funds needed (current estimate £120k - £160k)
We need help to follow through with Planning Application queries (TPO etc), get and review formal tenders from
Builders, leading working parties on any work we could do ourselves to reduce costs and over-see the building works
through to completion.
We need people with different skills and insight, and the commitment can be as big or small as they are able to
commit. All parents will need to be involved (and contributing either in time or money or both!) if we are going to make
this a reality.
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Close of Meeting
Caroline De Ville closed the meeting by thanking everyone for coming and their on going support.
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